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Programme: 30 May 2016 

  10:00 Registration 

1. 10:30 Introductory remarks 

Patrick Hoedjes, EIOPA 

2. 10:40 Solvency II, Data Point Model, Taxonomy 

Aitor Azcoaga, EIOPA and Bartosz Ochocki, BR-AG (Business 

Reporting – Advisory Group) 

3. 11:10 Overview of the technical components and T4U in action 

Bartosz Ochocki, BR-AG 

  11:30 Coffee Break 

4. 11:45 Source code components I: GUI, basic Excel 

Jeremi Kiraga, BR-AG 

5. 12:05 Source code components II: interaction between components 

and T4U compilation process 

Jeremi Kiraga, BR-AG 

  12:30 Lunch break 

6. 13:30 Source code components III: database, validations 

Karol Minczyński, BR-AG 

7. 14:30 Source code components IV : ETLs 

Karol Minczyński, BR-AG 

8. 15:00 Source code components V : XBRL Parser, validator 

Herm Fischer, BR-AG 

  15:30 Coffee Break 

9. 15:45 Questions and Answers 

10. 16:45 Concluding remarks 

by moderator 

  17:00 End of workshop 
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Event Description 

Description 

EIOPA has decided that, despite severe budget restrictions, the Tool for Undertakings (T4U) related 

to XBRL reporting under Solvency II will continue to be developed for a scheduled release until Q2 

2016. 

With the development of the T4U, EIOPA aims to assist small and medium sized companies in 

creating, editing and validating XBRL documents. The T4U aims to enable companies without such 

knowledge and resources to perform a basic implementation in XBRL of Solvency II harmonised 

quantitative reporting. 

The T4U has been tested by industry since December 2014 and its functionalities are currently 

being refined.  

Furthermore, EIOPA’s Board of Supervisors have decided on April 6th that EIOPA should 

investigate the possibility of developing one additional release of the Tool for Undertakings. If 

implemented, this additional release would be based on the next version of the XBRL Taxonomy 

(2.1.0) which EIOPA will publish in mid-July 2016. This would guarantee coverage of Solvency II 

reporting during the complete first year of submissions, after which the Tool would then be 

decommissioned. 

EIOPA expects that market providers will be able to reuse and support the solutions developed in 

the T4U project and has therefore made the tool available through an open source model. This 

workshop will allow market participants and providers to gain knowledge of the most recent 

developments and create a healthy and competitive market, servicing small and medium sized 

companies with adequate tools. 

 

Target audience 

Software suppliers and other market participants with an interest in using the T4U as a basis for 

their own software developments. 

 

Objective 

The aim of the workshop is to provide participants detailed technical information about the T4U. In 

addition, EIOPA will be interested in collecting feedback to better understand questions the market 

may have and whether alternative solutions are being developed by the industry. The event also 

offers participants the opportunity to meet and exchange views with EIOPA staff and its service 

providers. 

 

Contents 

Topics that will be addressed include:  

•Detailed information on the latest public beta release 

•In-depth technical presentations on the T4U’s software components 

•Q&A Session (based on survey to be launched by April 30th) 
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Speakers’ biographies 

Patrick Hoedjes 

Patrick is Head of Oversight and Operations at the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions 

Authority (EIOPA). He is responsible for the area of Financial Stability and information collection 

and for establishing and overseeing internal procedures and operational processes within the 

Authority. Mr. Hoedjes is in charge of financial administration including the preparation and 

monitoring of the budget. Furthermore, he is Chair of EIOPA’s IT & Data Committee.  

Prior to joining EIOPA, Patrick worked at the Dutch Central Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank). There 

he spent more than 10 years in various positions in pension supervision, cash operations and 

statistics, where he was Head of Unit for Supervision Statistics for Financial Institutions. From 2006 

to 2008, Patrick was seconded as Head of the Statistical Department at the Bank Nederlandse 

Antillen in Curaçao.  

He holds  master’s degrees in economics and international relations from the Universiteit van 

Amsterdam. He, his wife and three children reside in Frankfurt. 

 

Aitor Azcoaga 

Aitor has been working at EIOPA since 2011, as Senior Expert on Data Analysis coordinates some 

of the IT software developments for the reporting chain of Solvency II and the XBRL streams. Prior 

to joining EIOPA, Aitor worked from 2006 for the Dirección General de Seguros y Fondos de 

Pensiones in Spain being responsible of the IT reporting chain for the Spanish insurance sector. 

He holds an IT Engineer Master Degree in Computer Systems from the Universidad de Vigo and an 

IT Engineer Bachelor Degree on Information Systems from the ICAI-ICADE University of Madrid. 

 

Bartosz Ochocki  

Bartosz is the Chief Technology Officer of Business Reporting – Advisory Group (BR-AG). The 

company’s main activities are consulting services and software development in the area of 

business reporting. 

As the CTO of BR-AG, Bartosz has advised regulators (e.g. ECB, EBA, EIOPA and many NCAs), 

software vendors and reporting institutions on implementation of information exchange solutions. 

He also consults on data modelling and was involved in the definition of the Data Point Modelling 

methodology. 

Bartosz has supported EIOPA in Solvency 2 taxonomy development and is now a Technical Lead 

for the T4U. 

He holds a Master’s degree (Capital Investments and Corporate Financial Strategies) from the 

Poznan University of Economics. 
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Speakers’ biographies 

Karol Minczyński 

Karol is Software Architect at Business Reporting – Advisory Group. He is responsible for design 

and implementation of software solutions working with XBRL taxonomies and instance files, used 

for data storage, generation of XBRL reports and development of XBRL taxonomies. Among other, 

he developed for BRAG software and database solutions capable of interacting with 

multidimensional XBRL data.  

 

Karol worked on several XBRL projects, being responsible for data architecture, DPM and XBRL 

database design, implementation and analysis. Prior to his work at BRAG, Karol worked at Polish 

Central Statistical Office, where he was involved in development of Macroeconomic Data Bank.  

In the Tool for Undertakings development he is on charge of the design and implementation of DPM 

database, development of Business Rules validation on database level and implementation of .NET 

Extract-Transform-Load routines from Classical Relation structures to Data Point Model structures. 

Karol graduated from the Poznan University of Economics, where he got a Master’s Degree in 

Commodity Science and BSc in Information Technology and Econometrics. He also finished 

postgraduate studies in Data Warehousing and Data Analysis at the Warsaw University of 

Technology and in Software Engineering at Poznan University of Technology. 

 
 
 



XBRL Tool for Undertakings 
 

 
 
XBRL EU/ EIOPA Central EU XBRL Event 

11th April 2012 

These set of slides are verbatim the same 
presented in April 2012. Were repeated in this 
event to explain that the T4U development 
was performed as announced with very few 
changes 
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Why are we going to provide a 
XBRL Tool for Undertakings?  

Solvency II will be 
applied to all 

European countries, 
XBRL is not well 

known in all of them 

Tight timeline for the 
implementation  

Some small and 
medium undertakings 

may have 
difficulties to adapt 
their system for the 

first submissions 

Principle of 
proportionality  

Providing a 
Tool for 

Undertakings 

2012 SLIDES 
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What are we looking for? 

Helping the undertakings without XBRL knowledge, 
providing a tool to easily create complete and valid 

XBRL instances of the Solvency II harmonized 
quantitative reporting 

Designing the XBRL tool to be reusable for 
other projects and specifically extensible for 

NSA local requirements 

Contributing XBRL community and open 
source community 

2012 SLIDE 
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23/7/2012 

How and when are we going to 
develop it? 

1st Phase 2nd Phase 

21/09/2012 29/03/2012 

1.-Project 

Setup 

Establish the 

members of 

the project, 

general goals, 

software 

methodology, 

calendar, etc. 

 

2.- Create the first 

draft of the 

analysis of 

requirements 
 

Identify the scope of the 

project, analyse the 

alternatives, create the 

draft of the analysis of 

requirements. 

 

 

3.- The open tender 

Write and publish a public  

tender request for an offer 

which includes  the 

requirements  established 

on the analysis. 

The interested companies 

will have 2 months to 

submit their offers. 

Timeline 

4/7/2012 

4.- Evaluation 

Process 

Analyse the 

received offers 

and choose 

one of them. 

 

26/10/2012 

5 .- Design, 

implementation, 

test and 

integration  

 Refine the analysis 

with the selected 

contractor, 

Implementing phase, 

testing phase, 

integration and  NSA 

test. 

01/01/2014 01/01/2013 

3rd Phase 

7 .- Production, 

configuration 

and change 

management 

Adaptive 

maintenance of 

the project. 

6 .- 

Publication 

Publish a 

release for 

public test.  

01/05/2014 11/04/2012 

2012 SLIDE 
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Requirements 

Distribution 

license for all 

Europe. 

Preferable 

EUPL license 
Using the input 

forms in a 

similar layout 

as the public 

reference 

templates. 

Use of XBRL 

label, 

rendering, 

reference, 

formulas, etc. 

Allowing 

reusing or 

extension of the 

tool for national 

extensions the 

same time 

Easy to use for 

administrative 

staff with limited 

IT knowledge 

Multiplatform 

XBRL syntax 

and formula 

validation at 

client side Easy to 

update when 

the taxonomy 

changes 

Internationalization: 

Languages, data 

formats, currencies, 

etc. 

2nd level 

support 

Open source, 

 reusable 

Easy to deploy 

Good 

performance 

with large 

amounts of 

data 

Note that these requirements are under 
discussion and not final  

2012 SLIDE 



Solvency II Data Point Model and Taxonomy 
10:40 – 11:10 
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Agenda 
 Information requirements 

• Solvency II Business Templates and Logs 

 

 

 

 DPM: 

• methodology 

• Solvency II model 

 

 

 

 XBRL 

• technology 

• Solvency II taxonomy 
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What are the underlying information requirements? 

 https://eiopa.europa.eu/Pages/Consultations/Public-consultation-on-the-Set-2-of-the-Solvency-II-Implementing-Technical-Standards-(ITS)-and-Guidelines.aspx 
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Balance sheet, A5 | [Solvency II value] 

S.02.01, R0080, C0010 

S.02.01!C12 

Metric:   Monetary 
Basic concept:  Assets 
Type of assets:  Property, plant and equipment 
Use:   Investment 
Line of business:  Neither unit-linked nor index-linked 
Valuation:   Solvency II 

Balance sheet: 
 Property (other than own use), Solvency II value 



What is the DPM? 
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 methodology of description of information requirements resulting in: 

• dictionary of business terms 

• templates (annotated with dictionary terms) gather by modules (referring also to applicable 
validation rules) forming thematic frameworks versioned as taxonomies 

 process: 

• ideal/desired scenario 

1. definition of required breakdowns (potentially overlapping with analytical needs) in the 
dictionary 

2. creation of templates (tabular views) based on dictionary breakdowns in order to 
reflect current information requirements 

• actual scenario - reversed & iterative 

1. analysis and description of templates (published in legal acts) in order to coherently, 
consistently and explicitly identify each reporting position 

2. gathering and ordering of template description information in the dictionary 

 output 

• dictionary of business terms and relations 

• templates annotated with dictionary terms 

• validations based on DPM descriptions 

 technologically: 

• slightly biased by XBRL as the primary technology 

• implementation also in Excel, DB, JSON, … 

 

information requirements 

dictionary of 
business terms 
(breakdowns) 

templates 
annotated with 
dictionary terms 

legal acts (including templates) 

§ 

DPM 



What are the EIOPA Solvency II DPM artefacts? 
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 DPM Dictionary 

• labels and codes of concepts 

• validity/currency period 

• relationships (hierarchies) 

• mathematical relations 

• applicable dimensions and sheets 

 

 DPM Annotated Templates 

• content of entry points (modules) 

• tables’ titles and codification 

• organization of tables (RC codes) and their layout 

• description of data points (metrics + set of 
dimension/domain member pairs) 

• identification of MD and HD components of each data 
points 

 

 Validation rules 

• identification of rules (business and technical) 

• referenced templates 

• filters 

• expressions 

• error messages 

• list of the identical data points 

 



What is the DPM Dictionary? 
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How are the domain members defined? 
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Information about hierarchical 
relations between domain 

members (subdomain) 

List of domain members 
of a domain 

Dimension (perspective for 
domain/subdomain analysis) 

Validity date is the last 
reference date for which 

the concept is used in 
Annotated Templates 

Information about 
potential arithmetical 

relations between domain 
members in a hierarchy 

Labels used in 
„dropdowns” 

Default 
member 

For details see: EIOPA_DPM_Documentation_2.0.1.docx, IV.3.1 (https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format) 

https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format


How are the templates annotated? 
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Dimensional information applicable to each row 
(typed dimensions first) All explicit dimensions are incorporated into MD metrics (pattern as in case of closed tables) 

Dimensions applicable to both 
MD and HD layer 

(such dimension must not appear 
together with metric on the same 

axis in any closed table) 

HD metrics and HD-specific dimensions included in MD metrics 
(order of annotation is not important however MD metric labels 
are created as a concatenation of dimension codes and domain 
member labels based on alphabetical order of domain codes) 

 



What are the entry points? 
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Components of tables codes {(S|SR|SE|E|SPV).XX.YY.ZZ.WW}: 

 S|SR|SE|E|SPV: prefix of the global reporting package; it is S for regular Solvency II, and SR for ring-fenced 
fund; other prefixes are used for ECB add-on and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) 

 XX: templates group code (two digits); for example 01 Basic Information, 02 Balance Sheet, etc. 

 YY: template code (two digits); normally sequential codes kept stable over time. 

 ZZ: two digits assigned to an entry point (reporting obligation) which can be reused by other entry points 
(with a higher number) if the template is the same 

• annual individual templates are considered the default/masters (as it is the largest package) and 
obtain code “01”; 

• for each column to the right it is assessed if the template with code “01” can be used; if not, the 
template with code “02” is assessed and so on; if a template needs to be developed due to 
specificities of an entry point, it is attributed the code of the column, e.g. “05”, even if there is no 
template with codes “02”, “03” or “04” in-between. 

 WW: table number within a template of the Annotated Templates 

Entry point 
Entry point 

acronym 

Entry 

point 

code 

Number of 

all 

templates 

Number of 

dedicated 

unique 

templates 

Annual Solvency II reporting Solo ars .01 89 89 

Quarterly Solvency II reporting Solo qrs .02 13 5 

Day 1 Solvency II reporting Solo d1s .03 10 1 

Annual Solvency II reporting Group arg .04 61 40 

Quarterly Solvency II reporting Group qrg .05 9 1 

Day 1 Solvency II reporting Group d1g .06 11 1 

Annual Solvency II reporting Third country branches arb .07 81 10 

Quarterly Solvency II reporting Third country branches qrb .08 13 2 

Day 1 Solvency II reporting Third country branches d1b .09 10 1 

Annual Financial Stability reporting Solo afs .10 5 4 

Quarterly Financial Stability reporting Solo qfs .11 5 4 

Annual Financial Stability reporting Group afg .12 5 1 

Quarterly Financial Stability reporting Group qfg .13 9 4 

FS 3CB Individual Annual afb .14 5 1 

FS 3CB Individual Quarterly qfb .15 5 1 

Annual ECB reporting Solo aes .16 92 6 

Quarterly ECB reporting Solo qes .17 14 2 

Annual ECB reporting Third country branches aeb .18 84 3 

Quarterly ECB reporting Third country branches qeb .19 14 2 

Annual reporting Special Purpose Vehicles spv .20 6 6 



What are the named ranges and cell styles used for? 
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+ cell styles for not reportable cells in tables 



What is the relation between the DPM and T4U? 
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DPM dict and AT  
is the source information for the T4U in terms of: 

a) automatic creation of forms to enter, 
edit and preview data based on the tabular 
views in the annotated templates (as used 
in the Table Linkbase of the Solvency II 
XBRL Taxonomy) 

b) import or export XBRL reports 
(according to dictionary properties and 
their user in annotated templates) and 
show the data in tabular views of point a) 

c) define and execute data checks 
(validation rules): 
- cover the same scope (or more) rules 

than in the taxonomy 
- present the results on views of point a) 



What are the requirements for the technical format? 
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SUPERVISOR 
Questions on supervision in micro and macro scale: 
- do the own funds cover the risk taken by an institution? 
- does an undertaking have enough liquidity to run in case of stress test 

scenario? 
- what are the largest expositions against a single counterparty or a group? 

 

UNDERTAKING 
Actions: 
- fulfil legal obligation 
- present performance 

 

Content and scope:  
regulations, guidelines, forms, etc. 

Reports (data) 

ability to gather and aggregate 
operational level data in order to produce 

data in different formats 

Data Production 

operations 

ability to validate, consume and unify data to a single source 
for analysis and decision making 

Data Consumption 

result: 
- high cost of data exchange (software and human labour) 
- delayed access to data and low quality of received information causes ineffective decisions 
 

solution: Standard Electronic Data Exchange Format! 

consequences: 
- need of creating costly interfaces for data extraction to and from different formats 
- manual work of rekeying data: time consuming and error prone 
- exchanged information missing semantics 

$v1 = $v2 + $v3 
$v1 ≥ $v2 

electronic communication (FTP/Portal/WS, 

encryption, authorisation, etc.) 

metadata description of each reportable data 

point enabling its mapping to source data and 

identifying for further use (e.g. in analysis)  

presentation of exchanged data in 

graphical format (e.g. based on 

forms/tabular views defined in regulations) 

definition of tests/validations and their 

execution prior, during and after data 

submission 

Functional requirements: 



What is the XBRL standard? 
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 X - flexible framework: enables customization and application in different reporting 
scenarios independent from legal regulations 

 B - designed for description and exchange of business related data (includes all 
required characteristics and functionalities for this application) 

 R - informative reporting: exchange of aggregated data for analysis and decision 
making  

 L - communication (encoding and decoding) of  information: sentences/statements 
built according to certain syntax (grammar) and semantics (meaning) 

public, open, free standard 

 

 

 

initial requirements - standard for: 

 describing information requirements in order to…  

 …transfer it between different systems 

additional requirements: 

 advanced validation (mathematical/logical rules, error messaging) 

 visualization/rendering (e.g. tax forms, tables, reports) 

 versioning of definitions (dictionaries) in time/space 

 „drill-down” of information (XBRL Global Ledger) 

 

Δ 

CPAs start researching 
application of XML in 

financial reporting 
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Establishment of  XBRL 
Organization (AICPA, 
„Big5”, Microsoft,...) 

1st XBRL Conference 
(London); IFRS taxonomy 

Specification 
XBRL 2.0 

Specification 
XBRL 2.1 

Specification XBRL 
Dimensions  1.0 

First prototype 

Specification XBRL 1.0 

XII cooperates with W3C; start of 
XBRL GL development 

First XBRL Jurisdictions: Australia, Canada, 
Germany, Japan, Netherlands, UK, IASB 

Development of jurisdictions, implementation projects (public authorities - SBR, capital market supervisors) 

Development of technologies: versioning, business rules (formula and functions), rendering; more implementations 

FINREP/ 
COREP 
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US SEC Project 
Australia SBR 

IFRS Taxonomy 
with dimensional 

approach) 

Generic link and 
Formulae Specification 
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Abstract Model, Versioning, Rendering 
(including Table Linkbase), additional 

functionalities of Formulae (multi 
instance, chaining), … 
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inlineXBRL 
(UK HMRC) 

FINREP (data points) 
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2012- 

Format selected by the EBA (2014), 
EIOPA (2016) and ESMA ? (2020) for 

data exchange 



How does the XBRL architecture look? 
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 taxonomy consist of schema 
and linkbases 

 schema contains declarations 
of various artefacts (business 
terms, types of relations, etc.) 

 linkbase contains relations 
between artefacts defined in 
schema files or/and or links 
them to other artefacts 

 extension taxonomy is one or 
more schema files declaring 
artefacts required in 
description of information 
requirements but missing in 
the extended taxonomy plus 
linkbases linking the extension 
and extended artefacts 

 DTS is a set of taxonomy 
(schema and linkbase) files 
linked together and accessible 
through a specific entry 
point(s) 

 

discoverable taxonomy set 

instance document 

fact value (based on definition of the 
instantiated primary item/metric) 

context 

entity 

period 

dimensional 
information 

unit 

unit of 
measure: 

numerator 
/ 

denominator 

set of relations 

footnote extended taxonomy 

taxonomy  

schema 

linkbase 

type/name of 
relation 

dimensional 
property 

extension schema extension linkbase 

set of relations 

set of relations 

resource 

relation 

primary item 
/metric 

versioning 
report 

precision of measurement, 
language, etc.  

 instance document  
references taxonomy file (or 
files)  

 instance document contains 
facts that provide values for 
concepts defined in the 
taxonomy and refer to 
contexts identifying 
reporting entity, period and 
further describing data 
according to the 
dimensional breakdowns 

 numeric facts refer to a unit 
(identifying the measure) 
and contain information on 
precision of their 
measurement 

 facts may link to footnotes 
containing additional 
descriptions/explanations 
of fact values 

 



What are the MD and HD versions? 
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Cross-sector 

Solvency 2 – Moderately Dimensional Solvency 2 – Highly dimensional 

Solvency 2 – common 

dictionary 
(financial terms) 

templates 
(information 

requirements in 
tabular format) 

reporting analysis 

• 1:1 representation of a model 
• complete and consistent 
• support mapping to internal system structures 
• supports versioning and change management 

• simpler model (and XBRL taxonomy/instance 
document) 

• better performance (smaller files, simpler validation 
rules, faster processing and validation) 
 

Metric 
(data type and semantics of Dimension A and 
Member 1 and Dimension B and Member 2) 

Metric (data type) 

Dimension A: Member 1 

Dimension B: Member 2 

Dimension X: Member M 

Dimension Y: Member N 

Dimension X: Member M 

Dimension Y: Member N 

MD HD 

Tables in taxonomy are only 
available in MD version. 
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{owner location} 

dict 

met 

hier.xsd, 
hier-lab-{lang}.xml, 
hier-lab-codes.xml, 

hier-pre.xml, hier-def.xml, 
hier-cal.xml 

met.xsd, 
met-def.xml. 

met-lab-{lang}.xml, 
met-lab-codes.xml 

dim 

dim.xsd,  
dim-lab-{lang}.xml, 
dim-lab-codes.xml, 

dim-def.xml 

dom 

exp.xsd,  
exp-lab-{lang}.xml, 
exp-lab-codes.xml 

typ.xsd,  
typ-lab-{lang}.xml, 
typ-lab-codes.xml 

{dc}  
(domain code in lower 

case) 

hier.xsd 
hier-lab-{lang}.xml, 
hier-lab-codes.xml, 

hier-pre.xml, hier-def-xml,  
hier-cal.xml 

mem.xsd,  
mem-lab-{lang}.xml, 

mem-def.xml 

fws 

fws.xsd, 
fwr-lab-{lang}.xml, 
fws-lab-codes.xml 

{framework name}, e.g. 
ae, corep, finrep, fp, sbp, 

sol2, … 

{normative code}, e.g. 
its-2013-02, its-2014-05, 

its-2015-04, … 

{taxonomy publication 
date}, e.g. 2014-07-31, 

2015-02-16, 2015-08-31, 
… 

tax.xsd,  
tax-lab-{lang}.xml, 
tax-lab-codes.xml 

tab 

tab.xsd,  
tab-lab-{lang}.xml, 
tax-lab-codes.xml,  

tab-pre.xml 

{table code}, e.g. 
c_01.00, c_02.00, 
s.01.01.01.01, … 

{table code}.xsd,  
{table code}-lab-{lang}.xml, 
{table code}-lab-codes.xml  

{table code}-def.xml, 
{table code}-rend.xml 

mod 

{module code}.xsd 
{module code}-lab-{lang}.xml 

{module code}-pre.xml 
{module code}-find-prec.xml 

val 

vr-{rule code}.xml 
vr-{rule code}-lab-{lang}.xml 
vr-{rule code}-err-{lang}.xml 

aset-{table code or codes 
separated by 

underscore}.xml 

find-params.xml 

{owner prefix}_met 
{owner namespace}/dict/met 

{owner prefix}_dim 
{owner namespace}/dict/dim 

{owner prefix}_exp 
{owner namespace}/dict/exp 

{owner prefix}_typ, {owner namespace}/dict/typ 

{owner prefix}_{DC} 
{owner namespace}/dict/dom/{DC} 
(DC is domain code in upper case) 

{owner prefix}_fws 
{owner namespace}/fws 

{owner prefix}_{DC}_h  
{owner namespace}/dict/dom/{DC}/hier 
(DC is domain code in upper case) 

{owner prefix}_tax 
{taxonomy} = {owner namespace}/fws/{framework}/{normative}/{taxonomy publication date}  

{owner prefix}_tab 
{taxonomy}/tab  

{owner prefix}_tab_{table code} 
{taxonomy-}/tab/{table code} 

{owner prefix}_mod_{module code} 
{taxonomy}/mod/{module code}  

{owner prefix}_h 
{owner namespace}/dict/hier 

{owner location} {owner namespace} {owner prefix} 

http://www.eurofiling.info/eu/fr/xbrl http://www.eurofiling.info/xbrl eu 

http://eiopa.europa.eu/eu/xbrl/s2c http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2c s2c 

http://eiopa.europa.eu/eu/xbrl/s2hd http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2hd s2hd 

http://eiopa.europa.eu/eu/xbrl/s2md http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2md s2md 

{module code}-find-check.xml, 
{module code}-find-check-err-{lang}.xml, 
{module code}-find-check-lab-{lang}.xml 

params.xml,, 
params-lab-{lang}.xml 

Conceptual level (Dictionary – universe of all business terms)  
(coherent with definitions in legal format) 

Presentation layer (Current information requirements) 
(flexible views and reportable data points) 



How does the Solvency II XBRL taxonomy look in the Tools? 
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How does the Solvency II XBRL instance document look? 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xbrli:xbrl xmlns:xbrldi="http://xbrl.org/2006/xbrldi" xmlns:xbrli="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/instance" 
 xmlns:link="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/linkbase" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 
 xmlns:iso4217="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/iso4217"  
 xmlns:find="http://www.eurofiling.info/xbrl/ext/filing-indicators" 
 xmlns:s2md_met="http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2md/dict/met" 
 xmlns:s2c_AM="http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2c/dict/dom/AM" 
 xmlns:s2c_LB="http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2c/dict/dom/LB" 
 xmlns:s2c_dim="http://eiopa.europa.eu/xbrl/s2c/dict/dim"> 
<link:schemaRef xlink:type="simple" 
 xlink:href="http://eiopa.europa.eu/eu/xbrl/s2md/fws/solvency/solvency2/2015-10-21/mod/ars.xsd"/> 
<xbrli:context id="c1"> 
 <xbrli:entity> 
  <xbrli:identifier scheme="http://standards.iso.org/iso/17442">N07J9MTYHFCSVRBV26</xbrli:identifier> 
 </xbrli:entity> 
 <xbrli:period><xbrli:instant>2015-12-31</xbrli:instant></xbrli:period> 
</xbrli:context> 
<find:fIndicators> 
 <find:filingIndicator contextRef="c1">S.02.01</find:filingIndicator> 
 <find:filingIndicator contextRef="c1">S.02.02</find:filingIndicator> 
</find:fIndicators> 
<xbrli:context id="c2"> 
 <xbrli:entity> 
  <xbrli:identifier scheme="http://standards.iso.org/iso/17442">N07J9MTYHFCSVRBV26</xbrli:identifier> 
 </xbrli:entity> 
 <xbrli:period><xbrli:instant>2015-12-31</xbrli:instant></xbrli:period> 
 <xbrli:scenario> 
  <xbrldi:explicitMember dimension="s2c_dim:BL">s2c_LB:x119</xbrldi:explicitMember> 
  <xbrldi:explicitMember dimension="s2c_dim:VG">s2c_AM:x80</xbrldi:explicitMember> 
 </xbrli:scenario> 
</xbrli:context> 
<xbrli:unit id="EUR"><xbrli:measure>iso4217:EUR</xbrli:measure></xbrli:unit> 
<s2md_met:mi263  
 contextRef="c2" decimals="-3" unitRef="EUR">123456789.00</s2md_met:mi263> 
</xbrli:xbrl> 

S.02.01.01.01 Balance sheet 

S.02.02.01.01 Assets and liabilities by currency 
All currencies 



Thank you! 
Aitor Azcoaga 

Bartosz Ochocki 
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Overview of T4U components and T4U in action 
11:10 - 11:30 
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What is the aim? 
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DPM 

Dictionary, Annotated templates, 
Domains, Members, Dimensions, 

Hierarchies, ... 

$v1 = $v2 + $v3 
$v1 ≥ $v2 
... 

XBRL 

Schema, Linkbases, Hypercubes, 
Table Axes and Ordinates, 

Assertions, Filing indicators, Entry 
Points and DTS, ... 

Tool For Undertakings 

I II III 

Solvency II: 
MCR, SCR, TP, AS…  

The aim of the T4U is  
to help the Undertakings  
and Supervisors with: 

fulfilling  
Solvency II  
requirements 

understanding and 
collecting data expressed 

in the DPM 

producing and 
consuming XBRL reports 

Distribution 
license for 
all Europe.  Using the 

input forms 
in a similar 
layout as 
the public 
reference 
templates. 

Use of XBRL 
label, 

rendering, 
reference, 
formulas, 

etc. 

Allowing 
reusing or 

extension of 
the tool for 

national 
extensions 

Easy to use 
for 

administrati
ve staff with 

limited IT 
knowledge 

Multiplatfor
m 

XBRL syntax 
and formula 
validation at 

client side Easy to 
update 

when the 
taxonomy 
changes 

Internationalizat
ion: Languages, 
data formats, 

currencies, etc. 

2nd level 
support 

Open 
source, 

 reusable 

Easy to 
deploy 

Good 
performance 

with large 
amounts of 

data 



How is the T4U set up? 
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Excel Data Placeholder Templates 

1 

3 
Excel DPM (Annotated 
templates + Dictionary) 

Windows Entry Forms 
DPM T4U 
Database 

4 

T4U Artefacts 

T4S Excel Add-in 

SII Business Experts 
and DPM Experts 

2 

DPM EBA db 5 

Business 
validations 

6 

XBRL 
Taxonomy 

7 



How to populate data in the T4U? 
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Undertakings’ 
data sources 

… … … … 

… … … … 

Native or Arelle 
XBRL Parsing 

Data in Excel for 
View/Printing 

Windows Forms 
for data edition 

T4U Basic Excel  

… … … 
… … … 

Undertakings Excel  
based reports 

Manual or 
automated 
migration 

Developed by Undertakings’ 

Implemented by T4U 

XBRL reports 

Business oriented 
templates 

Export 

Generated with ad-hoc  
Undertaking’s tools 

Generated with Undertaking’s 
reporting tools 

Both 
directions 

Business oriented 
templates 



What happens in the T4U database? 

 useful for 

• massive migration of data from other data sources 

• creation of DWH-Data Marts of Undertakings or NCAs 

 Classical Relational Tables (CRT) aim to facilitate: 

• understanding of the database for non DPM/XBRL experts 

• ETL massive migration of data 

• entry with the tool 

• data validation 

 optionally based in SQLite (default for T4U) or SQL Server (for larger 
deployments) 
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AT 

XBRL 
taxonomy Excel  

Add-In 

Windows 
application 

DPM 
Architect 

Deci-
mate 

EBA-like 
deliverables 
(PDF, XLS) 

5 

6 

7 F 

T4U 

Other UIs 
(e.g. 

mobile) 

Technical 
annotation 

Interim 
format/tools 

W 

21 

Validations 
12 

Aggregations 
16 

DPM
dict 

BL 
BT 

2a 
1 

4 

A 

D 

H 

G 

9 

10 

2b 

8 

Database 

Relational 
Structures 

V 

3b 

DPM-RS 
map 

DR 

DPM Metadata 

3a 

EBA MS Access 
DPM Database 

EB 

22 

AA 

3c 

B C 

Applications’ 
information 

Business Rules 

Flags (FS concepts), 
derived values, subsets 

(aggregations) 

3f 

Translations 

Design 
stage 

E 

Definition 
of views 

DV 

Excel RS Views 
23 

RX 

Business Templates and Business Logs 
• modification of content (preparatory/full) 
• inclusion of row/column codes 
• translations 
• flagging (aggregates, FS, derived values, etc.) 
• business/validation rules notation 
DPM Dictionary and Annotated Templates 
• as above (BT+BL) but in structured manner (including 

normalization of tables) 
• business annotation – new approach (including codes, clear 

relations to hierarchies) 
• technical annotation – named ranges and styles 

Database population 
• from DPM dict + AT using new business and technical 

annotation 
• reverse engineering of the input 
• migration of EBA MS Access content to T4Udb 
Database 
• DPM Metadata – as in EBA + EIOPA S2 T4U specific structures 
• Relational Structures – explained later 
• Validation/Aggregations – defined as metadata using 

row/column codes; execution on Relational Structures 
• Applications’ information – localization and translations of 

menu, buttons, messages, … 

Interfaces 
• Windows application – reading from DPM Metadata with 

Design stage; linking to Relational Structures in progress 
• Other – first draft of iOS app (reusing code/logic of Windows 

application) 
• Excel Add-In – works restarted now, 
• Excel RS Views – new concept under consideration 
Longer term: 
• XBRL taxonomy generation (with DPM Architect engine) 
• other supportive deliverables 
 



Let’s see how it works 
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1 

2 

3 

 input (setup) DPM Dictionary and Annotated Templates, 

 T4U database (to be explained in details in the next session), 

 explanation of user interface, 

 creation of a container and a report,  

 entering data in tables – for closed tables, open tables, tables with 
expanding rows or columns, tables with RFF number, … 

 export to XBRL, 

 validate the XBRL file, 

 import XBRL file, 

 export to Excel, 

 import from Excel after minor fixes,  

 export to Excel business template 

 … 

 



Thank you! 
Bartosz Ochocki 
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The T4U source code components 
11:45 - 12:30 
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Presentation outline 
1. GUI overview. 

2. Generating Templates and POCO classes. 

3. Excel generation and usage. 

4. Interaction between components. 

5. Compilation and releasing process. 
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Generating and using T4U components 
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T4U GUI 

Business 
and basic 

Excels 

Templates 
and POCO 

classes 

T4S 
Generating Generating 

Entering data by 
user 

Rendering tables 
in T4U 



Generating Templates classes 
1. Open existing container in T4U or create new one. 

2. Run ucGUI project. 

3. Select one of following options: 

1. Create Single template [1], 

2. Create Multiple Template [2]. 

 

Single template will be created based on 
selection in tree view [3]. 
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Generating POCO classes 
1. Open existing container in T4U or create new one. 

2. Run ucGUI project. 

3. Click Create POCO Objects [1]. 
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Generating Basic and Business Excels 
1. Requirements: 

1. existing T4U container, 

2. Microsoft Excel installed on target machine. 

2. Right-click on ExcelGenCmd project, select Properties and command into Command line arguments [1] text 
box, in Debug [2] tab. 
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Generating Basic and Business Excels 
Command line arguments 

 -d directory -v version info -i input database [-a or -m module1, module2, etc ] -t 
["BASIC"|"BUSINESS"|"ENUMERATION"] 

 

 input database – existing T4U container 

 version info – value that will be entered into excels [1] 

 -m – module codes based od ModuleCode column  
from table mModules [2] 
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Generating Basic and Business Excels 
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Interaction between components 
 Main T4U soultion: SolvencyII.UI/SolvencyII.UI.sln. 

 Start-up project: SolvencyII.GUI [1]. 

 Release mode should be set for example to Debug [2] for full solution (newest 
taxonomy) or PreparatoryDebug [3] for preparatory solution (oldest taxonomy). 

 SQLite 1.0.98 for .NET 4.0 and corresponding version of Visual Studio should be 
installed for proper debugging. 

 Binaries files of SQLite referred in project are stored in SQLiteBinaries project 
[4]. 

 Binaries files of VisualBasic PowerPacks used in  
control rendering are stored in  
VisualBasicPowerPacksBinaries project [5]. 
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Interaction between components 
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Compilation and releasing process 
 Live demo 
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Thank you! 
Jeremi Kiraga 
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Source code components III: database, 
validations   

30/05/2016, Frankfurt Tool for Supervisors Conversion 



Agenda 
 Components and processes 

 Technologies 

 Source information and DB population 

 DPMdb model 

 CRTs 

 Messages from XBRL parsing and formula validations 

 T4U DB data validations 
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T4U Database Components 
1. information requirements and validations rules metadata – resemble DPM dictionary, Annotated Templates and business checks information 

(description of the model, similar to an XBRL taxonomy) 

• populated from the DPM dictionary and Annotated Templates 

• similar to the EBA DPM MS Access database 

• stable structure, able to accommodate any changes (including NCA extension metadata) 

• used by the tool’s application interfaces for navigation in information requirements and presentation of tabular forms 

• data (dimensional) and form (row-column) centric representation of metadata 

• problems: complexity of highly normalized model (not very intuitive and easy to understand or query by users not familiar with the data 
point model) 

2. placeholder for data storage – stored facts referring to DPM properties (actual reported data, similar to an XBRL instance document and 
structured in a dimensional approach) 

• uses metadata definitions from component 1 

• facilitates interaction with XBRL instance document files (where exchanged data is described in a similar style) 

• potential performance problems when accessing facts (all facts stored in a single entity and are distinguished based on dimensional 
properties which hinders prompt rendering of selected facts in tabular views and execution of validation rules by matching facts 
according to dimensional properties) 

3. entities whose structure resembles information requirements and is based on tabular views – these are placeholders for data storage in “classic” 
relational manner; this component comes also with information on mapping between DPM metadata/data description and classic relational 
structures (tabular oriented view of the information, similar to the reference business templates view, expressed as relational tables composed 
according to the normalized form defined by table linkbase) 

• generated from component 1 

• easier to work with (overcomes issues of component 1 and 2) 

• supports ETL (from external sources), data storage and validation 

• requires additional maintenance processes due to instability (data migration between versions), and redundancy (checks for duplicates, 
etc.) 

4. T4U applications information, this is a specific set of information needed by the tool’s applications (mainly user interfaces), for localisation 
purposes (translation of menu options, buttons, messages, etc. to national languages), validation results, etc. 

T4U Database 

Data storage in 
classic relational 

manner 

Information 
requirements and 

validation rules 
metadata (DPM 
dictionary and 

Annotated templates) 

T4U applications’ 
information 

Placeholder to 
data storage by 

reference to DPM 
properties  

Mapping between DPM 
metadata/data and 

placeholder for data in 
classic relational tables 

1 

2 

3a 

3b 

4 
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T4U Database Processes 
A. data conversion between DPM and classic relational data storage 

• converts data stored in classic relational manner to the DPM properties data storage placeholder (and further to XBRL) 

• when XBRL instance document is loaded in the DPM properties data storage placeholder, its data is subsequently converted to the classic 
relational structures so that it can be accessed by T4U GUI or validated (and vice versa) 

• a set of database views is created to support for example identification of duplicates (i.e. duplicated facts) in the classic relational data 
storage (form centric data storage results in data duplication for facts shared between templates) 

B. migration of data stored in classic relational manner between the versions of the database 

• help to overcome the problem of instability of classic relational placeholders due to changes to graphical views of business templates in 
time (even if they don’t impact the definition of the exchanged data): 

– moving rows/columns between tables 

– table split/merge 

• consequence: data from previous periods need to be migrated to the new structures whenever there is a change 

• mapping information enables this process by providing a link to the stable component which is the DPM properties hidden behind every 
row, column and page of each template (and its counterpart database entity and its attributes); based on that information the data can 
be migrated to the new representation of classic relational structures maintaining the consistency of definitions in relation to previous 
versions (and thus allowing for example data comparison across time) 

C. validations (including views supporting data validation and aggregations) 

• business rules defined in the source materials (provided by business users) are loaded to the information requirements and validations 
metadata component where they are stored in a normalized manner 

• execution of validations is performed on data stored in classic relational structures (using supportive database views if necessary) 

• mapping table information is harnessed to properly identify the involved facts based on the place of their occurrence in templates as well 
as representation in terms of the DPM properties 

 

T4U Database 

Data storage in 
classic relational 

manner 

Information 
requirements and 

validation rules 
metadata (DPM 
dictionary and 

Annotated templates) 

T4U applications’ 
information 

Data migration 
between 
versions 

Placeholder to 
data storage by 

reference to DPM 
properties  

Data conversion 
between DPM and 

classic relational data 
storage 

Mapping between DPM 
metadata/data and 

placeholder for data in 
classic relational tables 

Views supporting 
data conversion, 
validation, etc. 

valida
tions 

1 

2 

3a 

3b 

4 

A 

B 

C 
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Technologies 
SQLite 

 easy deployment on the side/machine of an undertaking 

 multiplatform support (various environments and devices) 

 open source license 

 problems: 

• limited functionalities of tools for database managements (difficult migration from EBA DPM MS Access due to different 
structures) 

• lack of certain functionalities typical for DBMSs like stored procedures 

• partial support for simultaneous multiuser work 

• potential performance issues for larger amount of data and more complex computations 

 

Microsoft SQL Server 

 overcomes problems of the SQLite 

 for internal (EIOPA and management/administrative tasks) usage 

• to conduct typical DBMS functions 

• to perform maintenance tasks like: 

– population of metadata from the DPM dictionary and Annotated Templates 

– generation of classic relational data structures from the DPM metadata 

– migration of data from the EBA DPM MS Access database 

– etc 

 data is further transferred to SQLite in scope that is required by the standalone T4U applications 
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Source (input) information and database population 
mechanisms 

DPM dictionary and annotated templates Excel files  

of EIOPA Solvency II or compatible (i.e. identical in structure) 
defined by NCAs 

 population of the database is performed using the 
mechanism similar to the one applied in the T4U Excel 
Add-In i.e. reverse engineered process of rendering of 
data input/entry forms 

 population process is automated and supports versioning 
and extensions (if defined in the expected manner) 

 in addition to the artefacts declared in the DPM 
dictionary, annotated templates and validation rules, the 
supportive database content (e.g. data point signatures) 
is generated automatically 
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T4U DB transformation to MS SQL 

T4U 
database 

T4U 
database DB Export 

Internal use 
applications 

Standalone 
applications 

Backup 
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Application’s interface information 
 names of the entities used by applications start with letter “a” 

 it is expected that the application based on different solution/supporting different technologies (e.g. Windows Forms, Excel Add-in, …) will share at least some components of the interface 
- therefore the relation between the translation and each interface component was defined to be many-to-many 

 aApplication now includes also application version and database type 
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Concepts, owners, translations and references 
 concepts are DPM artefacts from both 

• dictionary: 

– domains, 

– members, 

– dimensions, 

– hierarchies, 

– metrics) and, 

• information requirements structures: 

– frameworks, 

– taxonomies, 

– templates and tables, 

– axes,  

– ordinates,  

– etc. 

 concepts can: 

• be defined by various institutions (owners) 

• have multilingual labels (translations) 

• be described in multiple legal regulations (references)  
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Dictionary (domains, members, hierarchies and dimensions) 

 dictionary contains definitions of domains (mDomain) 

 each domain: 

• consists of members (mMembers), and 

• is associated with dimensions (mDimensions) that further contextualize 
members in the information requirements section of the model (database) 

 members are gathered in hierarchies (mHierarchy and mHierarchyNode) 

• for documentation purposes 

• in order to support management of the dictionary   

• to describe basic arithmetical relationships between members (following the 
nesting and values of mHierarchyNode.ComparisonOperator and 
mHierarchyNode.UnaryOperator) 

 metrics (mMetric) are members of a selected domain that are further associated 
with attributes: 

• period type 

• data type (which could take form of a list of members of another domain by 
referencing a hierarchy of its members) 
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Structure of information requirements (frameworks, 
taxonomies, modules, templates, and tables) 

 information requirements are split in frameworks (mReportingFramework) that represent 
separate areas of interests/subject topics of collected data 

 frameworks are versioned as taxonomies (mTaxonomy) that identify data sets required at 
the particular moment of time (previous, current and potentially also future versions) 

 taxonomies consists of templates (mTemplateOrTable with TemplateOrTableType = 
“TemplatesGroup”, “Template” or “TemplateVariant”) which are graphical tabular 
representations of information requirements as defined in the legal regulations 

 templates may consist of multiple individual tables, being defined as such originally or 
split as a result of normalization of the original tables (mTemplateOrTable with 
TemplateOrTableType = “BusinessTable” or “AnnotatedTable”)  

 description of actual tables starts with mTable entity (as in the EBA DPM MS Access 
database, tables can be reused by taxonomies if they remain unchanged between 
different versions of frameworks - mTaxonomyTable) 

 depending on reporting period or type of a report, not all templates defined by a 
taxonomy must be filed under certain reporting scenario; therefore modules (mModule) 
gather templates that are shall be submitted in one set (mModuleBusinessTemplate) 
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Tables and their components: axes, ordinates, cells 

 actual tables are defined in mTable entity 

 tables are linked with axes (mAxis) using mTableAxis entity; each axis defines a 
section of the table represented as: 

• headers of columns (AxisOrientation = “X”) 

• headers of rows (AxisOrientation = “Y”) or  

• pages/sheets (AxisOrientation = “Z”) multiplying the table, typically 
represented as a drop-down combo box above the table or reproductions of 
table views in separate window tabs 

 axis consist of ordinates representing each individual header of a row, column or 
page/sheet (depending on disposition of the axis their belong to) 

 similarly to headers, ordinates can be nested and result in graphs/tree-structures 

 ordinates may be associated with the dictionary concepts 
(mOrdinateCategorisation) identifying dimensions and members hidden behind the 
row/column/page header they represent  

 axes whose ordinates are identical to the member structures defined in domains 
can link to hierarchies and reuse them as a whole or in parts 
(mOpenAxisValueRestriction) 

 table cells occur on the intersection of axis ordinates (mCellPosition); each cell 
represents none (grey shaded/criss-crossed), one or many data points (mTableCell) 
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Validation rules 
 reflection of validation rules metadata is much less elaborate in this component of 

the T4U database comparing to the EBA DPM MS Access database; the reason for is 
still unknown format of business rules definition in the input/source materials for 
the Solvency II and to which extend their execution would be conducted in the 
database (rather than outputting and evaluating them as XBRL taxonomy linkbase 
according to the Formula specification) 

 currently in the database the validation rules are identified in vValidationRule entity 

 test expression and variables used are defined in vExpression and 
vVariableOfExpression entities 

 validations can be linked to preconditions (vPreCondition) that can also have test 
expression and refer to variables 

 scope of validations is defined in respect to tables where it applies 
(vValidationScope) 

 validations are gathered in sets (vValidationRuleSet) based on their application to 
specific modules 
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Representation of templates and tables 
 structures and codes of templates (S.NN.MM.XX.YY/mTemplateOrTable.TemplateOrTableType): 

• NN - TemplatesGroup - collections of templates related to balance sheet, technical provisions, details on assets, etc. 

• MM - Template - individual templates, e.g. “Balance sheet”, “Assets D1, Investment Data, Portfolio list” 

• XX - TemplateVariant - templates differentiated based on their application for certain reporting scenario (e.g. solo/group, frequency of reporting, etc.) 

• BusinessTable - graphical tabular views under a template variant as defined in the legal regulations (i.e. Business Logs and Business Templates in case of 
Solvency II or ITS for COREP and FINREP) 

– not included in table codification (not reflected by any artefact in the annotate templates) 

– information on this level shall be added in either the annotated templates or the process of population of the database from the annotated 
templates 

• AnnotatedTable - business table normalized in the process of annotation with the DPM properties (as a consequence of identification of functional 
relationships within the table or the same property represented in headers of rows and columns), correspond to tables in a given version of taxonomy 
(mTaxonomyTable entity) 

 EBA DPM MS Access database structure for these artefacts was not follow by the T4U database model due to different business requirements (i.e. dissimilar 
arrangement of information requirements in the EBA ITS) 

• in order to support the EBA ITS (which is one of the aims of the T4U) a migration mechanism for these entities is defined 

• T4U database mTemplateOrTable entity includes information on the EBA Template, Table, TableGroup and TableVersion entities which, in contrast to the 
T4U database, apart from the last two are not all versioned together with the taxonomy - as a result, entries from these entities need to be duplicated 
according to the EBA many-to-many relationships entities (TableGroupTemplates and TaxononomyTableVersion) - this requires including new rows with 
new IDs and impacts other tables such as mModuleBusinessTemplate (which is not 1:1 representation of the EBA mModuleTableOrGroup as it links to 
mTemplateOrTable.TemplateOrTableID with TemplateOrTableType = “TemplateVersion”) 
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Data Point Signatures 
 each single piece of information requirements corresponds to a data point (or a property of a data point in case for example of row keys in open tables) 

 data points are described in the data centric manner by identification of a metric and dimension member pairs 

 from the form-centric perspective, data points are identified by reportable table cells 

 to combine the two, each reportable table cell is given the signature of a data point  
(or a set of data points in case of tables with z-axis referring to hierarchies of members) 

 signature is generated based on the properties already included in the database, in particular 

• position of a cell in the table (mCellPosition) by reference to table axis ordinates and  

• dimensional properties hidden behind these ordinates (mOrdinateCategarisation) 

 data point signature is constructed according to the following pattern: 

•  MET({XBRL code of a metric}|{XBRL code of dimension}|({XBRL code of a member}). 

• XBRL code consist of a recommended prefix followed by a colon and local name/code of an element (member corresponding to a metric, dimension or member) 

• when more than one dimension describes a data point, dimension member pairs are sorted alphabetically in ascending order based on dimension name 

• in case one of the ordinates determining position of a table cell belongs to an open axis or axis reusing the hierarchy of domain members, the {XBRL code of a member} component is 
replaced by a wildcard: * (asterisk) 

 Example of data point signatures: 

• MET(eba_met:mi76)|eba_dim:BAS(eba_BA:x11)|eba_dim:MCU(eba_MC:x274)|eba_dim:MCY(eba_MC:x374)|eba_dim:OFS(eba_OF:x9)  

• MET(eba_met:mi76)|eba_dim:BAS(eba_BA:x11)|eba_dim:INV(eba_PL:x50)|eba_dim:MCU(eba_MC:x131)|eba_dim:MCY(eba_MC:x367)|eba_dim:OFS(eba_OF:x9)|eba_dim:ISA(*) 
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DPM component facts (and their relations to metadata) 

 information about stored instance documents is represented in dInstance entity 
which identifies a module (mModule) that was the basis for creation of a report 
(selecting from various available reporting scenarios) 

 indication of templates that were submitted for a given module is stored in 
dFilingIndicator entity 

 values for the reported facts are warehoused in dFact entity 

• each fact points to a signature of a data point (as represented by table cells 
where this fact belongs) 

• in case when a table cell represents more than one data point, the concrete 
and full representation for a fact is provided 

 information on what tables were potentially reported is generated in dAvailableTable 
(based on metadata from mTableDimensionSet) - this information is helpful in 
further processing and use of data but as this is also easily available in Classic 
Relational Structures placeholder it may be removed in the next versions 

 additional tables will be included to store information on failed assertions in a 
parsed (imported or exported) XBRL instance document, in particular:  

• dErrors table would hold information about the rule and facts involved in 
erroneous evaluation 
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Classic relational data storage 

 alternative approach to overcome the problems of DPM metadata component 

 goals for consideration/judgement criteria: 

• data validation: 

– automatic generation of checks based in business formulation (modelled in annotated templates, most likely in a table 
centric manner i.e. referring to business codes or rows/columns/sheet notation) or using the formulation of the EBA 
DPM MS Access database assertions (mix of table centric and data centric) 

– performance, especially in case of rules for open table 

– duplicates (i.e. same fact appearing in different tables which is inevitable in table centric manner for data storage) 

• rendering and data access (CRUD) for data entry tools: 

– handling of duplicates 

– populating of open tables and hints for reported z-axes values 

• facilitate the understanding of the database for non DPM/XBRL experts and providing alternative structure for ETLs 
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DPM and Classic Relational Structures 
Principle of operation 

 for every table (mTable) a separate relational table is created containing:  

• a column referencing dInstance  

• a column for each z-axis (page) and  

• a column for every cell in table (based on mTableCell, excluding criss-
crossed/grey shaded cells) 

 using information from the mapping table it is possible to move data between 
classic relational structures and the DPM properties fact storage (and vice versa) 

mTable 

TableID TableCode 

1365 S.99.12.31.01 

1699 S.44.01.02.01 

mTableAxis 

TableID AxisID 

1365 122 

1365 123 

1365 124 

1699 131 

1699 132 

1699 133 

mAxis 

AxisID Orientation 

122 X 

123 Y 

124 Z 

131 Y 

132 Y 

133 X 

mAxisOrdinate 

AxisID OrdinateID OrdinateCode IsRowKey 

122 201 10   

122 202 20   

122 203 30   

122 204 40   

122 205 50   

123 210 10   

123 211 20   

123 212 30   

123 213 40   

123 214 50   

124 215     

131 428 10 true 

132 429 20 true 

133 439 30   

133 440 40   

mOpenAxisValueRestriction 

AxisID HierarchyID 

124 12 

132 12 

mOrdinateCategorisation 

OrdinateID DimensionCode MemberCode 

201 MET mi2 

201 BAS x26 

202 MET mi5 

203 MET mi10 

204 MET mi12 

205 MET mi1 

210 PFL x12 

211 PFL x24 

212 PFL x32 

213 PFL x43 

214 PFL x23 

215 CTP open 

428 IDC open 

429 CTP open 

439 MET mi67 

439 BAS x12 

440 MET pi68 

mMapping 

TableID RSTableName RowColumnCode Signature 

1365 S.99.12.31.01 PAGE124 s2c_CTP(*) 

1365 S.99.12.31.01 R10C10 MET(s2md_mi2)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BL:x26)|s2c_PFL(s2c_PL:x12) 

1365 S.99.12.31.01 R10C20 MET(s2md_mi2)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BL:x26)s2c_PFL(s2c_PL:x12) 

… 

1399 S.44.01.02.01 C10 s2c_IDC(*) 

1399 S.44.01.02.02 C20 s2c_CTP(*) 

1399 S.44.01.02.03 C30 MET(s2md_mi67)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BA:x12) 

1399 S.44.01.02.04 C40 MET(s2md_pi68) 

dFact 

InstanceID Signature Value Unit Decimals 

1 MET(s2md_mi2)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BA:x26)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:PL)|s2c_PFL(s2c_PL:x12) 2345 EUR 0 

1 MET(s2md_mi10)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:PL)|s2c_PFL(s2c_PL:x12) 345 EUR 0 

1 MET(s2md_mi12)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:PL)|s2c_PFL(s2c_PL:x12) 436 EUR 0 

… 

1 MET(s2md_mi67)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BA:x12)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:PL)|s2c_IDC("12") 1001 EUR 0 

1 MET(s2md_pi68)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:PL)|s2c_IDC("12") 0.15 pure 2 

1 MET(s2md_mi67)|s2c_BAS(s2c_BA:x12)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:Es)|s2c_IDC("322") 2034 EUR 0 

1 MET(s2md_pi68)|s2c_CTP(eu_GA:ES)|s2c_IDC("322") 0.34 pure 2 

Table: 1365_S.99.12.31.01 

InstanceID Page124 R10C10 R10C20 R10C30 R10C40 R10C50 R20C10 … 

1 eu_GA:PL 2345   345 436       

                  

Table: 1699_S.44.01.02.01 

InstanceID C10 C20 C30 C40 

1 12 PL 1001 0.15 

1 322 ES 2034 0.34 

S.99.12.31.01 

Page PL 

C10 C20 C30 C40 C50 

R10 2345   345 436   

R20           

R30 345         

R40   4567       

R50     234     

S.44.01.02.01 

C10 C20 C30 C40 

12 PL 1001 0.15 

322 ES 2034 0.34 

Templates 

DPM Annotated Templates Metadata 

DPM Data: 

DPM and Relational Structures Mapping: 

Data in Relational Structures: 
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CRT example 
 SR.02.01.01 

 Mapping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Data points from CRT: 
• R0030C0010 

– MET(s2md_met:mi251) s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x40) 
– MET(s2md_met:mi251) s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x54) 

• R0040C0010 
– MET(s2md_met:mi222) s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x40) 
– MET(s2md_met:mi222) s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x54) 

 Data points from DB 
– C0010,R0040 MET(s2md_met:mi222)|s2c_dim:NF(*)|s2c_dim:PO(*[354;2818;0])|s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) 
– C0010,R0030 MET(s2md_met:mi251)|s2c_dim:NF(*)|s2c_dim:PO(*[354;2818;0])|s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) 
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TABLE_VERSION_ID DYN_TABLE_NAME DYN_TAB_COLUMN_NAME DIM_CODE DOM_CODE MEM_CODE IS_PAGE_COLUMN_KEY 

33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 R0030C0010 MET(s2md_met:mi251) 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 R0030C0010 s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_exp:AM s2c_AM:x80 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 R0040C0010 MET(s2md_met:mi222) 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 R0040C0010 s2c_dim:VG(s2c_AM:x80) s2c_exp:AM s2c_AM:x80 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 PAGEs2c_NF s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_typ:ID 1 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 PAGEs2c_NF s2c_dim:NF(*) s2c_typ:ID 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 PAGEs2c_PO s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x40) s2c_PU:x40 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 PAGEs2c_PO s2c_dim:PO(s2c_PU:x54) s2c_PU:x54 0 
33 SR_02_01_01_01__sol2__2_0 PAGEs2c_PO s2c_dim:PO(*) s2c_exp:PU 1 



Mapping table columns 
Mapping rows represent atomic mapping components of the rendering dimensional characteristics 

 TABLE_VERSION_ID – ID of the table in mTable  

 DYN_TABLE_NAME – CRT name of the table  

 DYN_TAB_COLUMN_NAME – column name in CRT table 

 DIM_CODE – dimensional code of mapping row consisting of xbrl dimension code and member code or dimension and 
star for typed dimensions and PAGE COLUMN KEYS 

 DOM_CODE – xbrl code of the domain  

 MEM_CODE – xbrl code of domain member 

 ORIGIN – holds origin of the value of this CRT column 
• F – CRT column stores facts value 
• C – CRT column stores member for dimension from dim code 

 REQUIRED_MAPPINGS – number of atomic mapping that need to be satisfied for this CRT column 

 PAGE_COLUMNS_NUMBER – number of PAGE_COLUMNS in CRT table 

 DATA_TYPE – flag informing about data type of CRT column 

 IS_PAGE_COLUMN_KEY – information for T4U interface whether context column is a page information 

 IS_DEFAULT – flag pointing to default member of dimension 

 IS_IN_TABLE – flag pointing if mapping row is included in table (e.g. global axis dimensional restrictions) 
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CRTs generation process overview 
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Static DPM: 
• mTable 
• mTableAxis 
• mAxis 
• …. 

Read tables 
definition 

For each table 

Read X,Y,Z 
ordinates 

Map cells 
Eliminate 

greyed out 

Generate 
mapping 

Generate 
table DDL 

Generate 
table in DB 

Mapping table T__S.XX.XX.XX.XX__sol2__X_X_X 



Messages from XBRL parsing and formula validations 

 XBRL parsing messages – provide information about errors for XBRL parser 

• Code 

• Level 

• Value 

 Reference to Facts  

 

 

 
dMessage

MessageID

InstanceID

SequenceInReport

MessageCode

MessageLevel

Value

dMessageReference
MessageID

DataPointSignature

dFact
FactID

InstanceID

DataPointSignature

Unit

Decimals

NumericValue

DateTimeValue

BooleanValue

TextValue
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T4U DB Data Validations 

vIntraTableSQL
TableID

SQL

CELLS

vValidationRule
ValidationRuleID

ValidationCode

Severity

Scope

ValidationType

ExpressionID

ConceptID

vValidationRuleSQL
SqlID

ValidationRuleID

SQL

CELLS

mTable
TableID

TableCode

TableLabel

FromDate

ToDate

XbrlFilingIndicatorCode

XbrlTableCode

ConceptID

YDimVal

ZDimVal

 Storage of intra-table validation scripts 

 Storage of cross-table validation scripts 

 Storage of results of validation on DB Classical Relational 
Structures level 
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T4U DB SQL Validations 
 General overview 

• Rule: {S.02.01.03.01, R0280,C0010} = {S.02.01.03.01, R0290,C0010} + {S.02.01.03.01, R0300,C0010} 
• Quick query: 

SELECT 

 R0280C0010 as left 
 , R0290C0010  + R0300C0010 as right 

FROM T__S_02_01_03_01__sol2__1_5_2_c 

 Actual implementation 

SELECT t1.INSTANCE, t1.PK_ID ,  

case when  
 (ifnull(cast(t1.R0280C0010 as real),0)=0 and (ifnull(cast(t1.R0290C0010 as real),0) + ifnull(cast(t1.R0300C0010 as real),0))<>0)  

 or 0.000001 < abs((ifnull(cast(t1.R0290C0010 as real),0) + ifnull(cast(t1.R0300C0010 as real),0))/ifnull(cast(t1.R0280C0010 as 
real),0) - 1)  

then  
 ' '||ifnull(cast(t1.R0280C0010 as real),0)||' = '||ifnull(cast(t1.R0290C0010 as real),0)||' + '||ifnull(cast(t1.R0300C0010 as 
real),0)||' '  

end as E1_FORMULA ,  

null as CONTEXT  
FROM T__S_02_01_03_01__sol2__1_5_2_c t1 

WHERE t1.INSTANCE = @INSTANCE 
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Example breakdown 
 Simple: a = b + c 

 With relative error: 
a=b+c  1 = (b+c)/a  0 = (b+c)/a – 1  0.0001 >= |(b+c)/a-1| 

 Negation to catch exceptions: 
0.0001 < |(b+c)/a-1| 

 Handle divide by 0: 
(a=0 and (b+c) <> 0) or (0.0001 < |(b+c)/a-1|) 

 In SQL: 
Case when (a=0 and (b+c)<>0) or (0.0001 < |(b+c)/a-1|)  
Then a||' = '||b||' + '||c 
End  

 Handle null values and data type conversion: 
Case when ((ifnull(cast(a as real),0)=0 and ((ifnull(cast(b as real),0)+(ifnull(cast(c as real),0))<>0) or (0.0001 < 
|((ifnull(cast(b as real),0)+(ifnull(cast(c as real),0))/(ifnull(cast(a as real),0)-1|)  
Then (ifnull(cast(a as real),0)||' = '||(ifnull(cast(b as real),0)||' + '||(ifnull(cast(c as real),0) 
End  
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Validation query 
Result columns 

 INSTANCE – ID of instance in which exception occurred.  

 PK_ID – row ID of the primary CRT table being validated 

 CONTEXT – concatenated values of contextual columns in CRT tables 

 E[i]_FORMULA – column validating [i] occurrence of the rule.  

• Returns null when validation is satisfied 

• Return formula with fact values for variables, when rule is broken 

• Single SQL query can handle up to 996 rules in one table scan 

FROM 

 Lists all tables that are part of the validation, join context columns condition is moved to WHERE 

WHERE clause 

 t1.INSTANCE = @INSTANCE – parameter for providing InstanceID to restrict data to instance that is validated 
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Cells columns 
 Stores information about evaluations in a query 
 Pattern: {ValidationID, i,cells location}* 
 Example: 

• Cells 
{2703;1;S.01.01.01.01.R0010C0010}{2703;2;S.01.01.01.01.R0030C0010}{2703;3;S.01.01.01.01.R0040C00
10}{2703;5;S.01.01.01.01.R0130C0010}… 

• Query 
select  
     case when tt.TemplateOrTableCode like 'S.01.02%' and ifnull(t1.R0010C0010, '0') <> 's2c_CN:x1' then 
'There is a mismatch between the entry in the content table and declared filing indicator for template 
variant S.01.02. Filing indicator identifies the templates variant as reported while the content table entry 
identifies it as not reported.' end E1_FORMULA  
, case when tt.TemplateOrTableCode like 'S.02.01%' and ifnull(t1.R0030C0010, '0') <> 's2c_CN:x1' then 
'There is a mismatch between the entry in the content table and declared filing indicator for template 
variant S.02.01. Filing indicator identifies the templates variant as reported while the content table entry 
identifies it as not reported.' end E2_FORMULA , … 
, null as CONTEX  
from dFilingIndicator fi  
    inner join mTemplateOrTable tt on fi.BusinessTemplateID = tt.TemplateOrTableID  
    left outer join T__S_01_01_01_01__sol2__1_5_2_c t1 on fi.InstanceID = t1.INSTANCE  
where t1.INSTANCE = @INSTANCE and (fi.Filed = 1 or fi.Filed is null) 
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Source code components IV :  ETLs 
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Agenda 
 

 ETL role in T4U architecture 

 ETL library design 

 Setup of ETLs on code level 
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T4U DB interaction and ETL role 
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T4U.UI DPM DB T4U.XBRL 

CRTs dFact 

SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL 

CRTs  dFact 

UI writes and reads data from CRTs 
• Better performance of 

• Queries 
• Validation 

• Easier to understand 
 

XBRL parser/writer reads and 
writes to dFact table 
• XBRL component understands 

only XBRL and dFact 

• Generic logic not related with any taxonomy version 
• What ETL knows: dFact, CRTs, Mapping, dMessage, dInstance, 

dFillingIndicators, mTemplateOrTable 
 
 



SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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SolvencyII.Data.CRT.ETL design 
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XBRL loading dFact  CRTs ETL setup 
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IDataConnector dataConnector = new SQLiteConnector(databasepath); 

ITableMappingResolver tableResolver = new SQLiteTableMappingResolver(dataConnector); 

IMappingAnalyzer mapAnalyzer = new QuickDataPointMappingAnalyzer(); 

SQLiteMappingProvider mapprovider = new SQLiteMappingProvider(dataConnector, mapAnalyzer); 

             

IExtractor extractor = new SQLiteExtractor(dataConnector, instanceID, mapprovider); 

SQLiteTransformer transformer = new SQLiteTransformer(dataConnector, mapprovider); 

CrtErrorsRepository errorRepository = new CrtErrorsRepository(dataConnector); 

ILoader loader = new CrtRowValidatingLoader(new SQLiteLoader(dataConnector), errorRepository); 

new dMessageCleaner(dataConnector).CleanDmessage(instanceID); 

  

IETLPerformer etlPerfomer = new FactsByTableEtlPerfomer(); 

dFact2RelationalETL etl = new dFact2RelationalETL(extractor, loader, transformer, etlPerfomer); 

dataConnector.openConnection(); 

try 

    { 

 etl.PerformEtl(150000); 

    } 

catch (Exception ex) 

    { 

 dataConnector.RollbackTransaction(); 

 dataConnector.closeConnection(); 

 throw new EtlException("exception while saving xbrl instance "+ex.StackTrace, ex); 

 } 

  

NotMappedFactsMarker nmfm = new NotMappedFactsMarker(dataConnector); 

nmfm.MarkFacts(transformer.NotMappedFctIds); 

nmfm.InsertDmessage(instanceID); 

dataConnector.closeConnection(); 



XBRL saving CRTs  dFact ETL setup 
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IDataConnector dataConnector = new SQLiteConnector(databasepath);                           
ITableMappingResolver tableResolver = new SQLiteTableMappingResolver(dataConnector);              
IMappingAnalyzer mapAnalyzer = new DimByDimMapingAnalyzer();              
 
SQLiteFactsNumberReader fnumReader = new SQLiteFactsNumberReader(dataConnector, instanceID);              
SQLiteMappingProvider mapprovider = new SQLiteMappingProvider(dataConnector, mapAnalyzer);              
IExtractor extractor = new SQLiteExtractor(dataConnector, instanceID, mapprovider);              
ITransformer transformer = new SQLiteTransformer(dataConnector, mapprovider);              
ILoader loader = new SQLiteLoader(dataConnector);              
new dMessageCleaner(dataConnector).CleanDmessage(instanceID);              
 
CrtErrorsRepository errorRepository = new CrtErrorsRepository(dataConnector);              
Relational2dFactETL etl = new Relational2dFactETL(extractor, loader, transformer, fnumReader, errorRepository);              
dataConnector.openConnection();              
loader.CleanDFacts(instanceID);              
try        
      {                  
 etl.PerformEtl(100000);              
      }              
catch (Exception ex)              
     {                  
 dataConnector.RollbackTransaction();                  
 dataConnector.closeConnection();                  
 throw new EtlException("Exception while saving XBRL instance ", ex);                               
     }              
dataConnector.closeConnection();              



Q&A 
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Agenda 
 XBRL technical architecture 

 XBRL report input and validation 

 XBRL report output 

 Arelle implementation strategy within T4U 

 Benefits to NCA integration of Arelle 
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XBRL Technical Architecture 
 XBRL as a syntax (angle brackets) 

• XBRL reports (xml files) 

– Interchange media 

• XBRL taxonomies (for validation) 

– Standard publication media 

 XBRL as an abstract model 

• T4U DPM database 

– Metrics, dimensions, members 

– Forms, axes, cells, rules 

• Classical relational table structure 

 XBRL as a basis for validation 

• Data point validity 

– Metric value and precision 

– Metric dimensions and aspects 

– Enumerations 

– Hierarchy validation 
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XBRL taxonomy DPM dictionary  
and annotated templates 

MS Excel 
templates / 

Windows  
Forms 

Data quality / Arelle 
XBRL validation 

service 
XBRL report 

T4U Database 
(metadata and 

data) 

XBRL report 

Other formats 

Reporting Data quality check Data and metadata Further use of data 

Taxonomy 
generator 

Checks 
performed in 
interfaces as 

well as on the 
database 

Analysis 



XBRL Report Import and Validation 
 Native (C#, transliteration from Arelle) 

• Import validation against DPM DB 

• Data types, dimensions, enumerations 

– Hierarchy validation 

• EBA/EIOPA Filer Manual validations 

• XBRL streaming support 

 Arelle validation against DTS 

• DTS in taxonomy packages 

• Full XBRL validations 

• Tables validated against DPM DB 

• EIOPA (&EBA) Filer Manual validations 

• Formula support options 
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Data quality / Arelle 
XBRL validation 

service 
XBRL report 

T4U Database 
(metadata and 

data) 

Reporting Data quality check Data and metadata 



Arelle implementation strategy 
 Local implementation strategy 

• C# transliteration of Arelle features for “Native” XBRL report import and output 

• Embedded minimal Arelle as a zip with embedded taxonomy packages 

• Loads itself into application’s executable directories 

• Self-updates because it’s embedded in T4U distributions 

• T4U status line shows Arelle status line (integrated to T4U GUI) 


T4U Remote Server strategy 

• production-quality CGI server 

• remote validation optional 

 Validation results 

• Interface messages are captured in T4U Database tables 

• GUI consistent for both local and remote implementation 

 Validation performance 

• Profile each feature 

– time 

– memory usage 

• Evaluate DPM support where more efficient than DTS features 

 EIOPA (& EBA) Filer Manuals 
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Arelle 
On 

server 

T4U Distribution 
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Native (C#) implementation 
 Arelle C# Parser 

• Streaming architecture 

• Filer manual and DPM-based validations 

 Arelle C# Saver 

• Non-validating 

 Arelle Command Interface 

• Import interfaces 

– Native C# parser 

– Embedded Arelle (Python) DTS-based validation 

• XBRL Report Saver 

– Native C# saver 

– Embedded Arelle (Python) DTS-based validation 

• Arelle validator 

– Embedded Arelle 

– Server-hosted Arelle 
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Validations 
 DPM-based (database XBRL approach) 

• Use metric code to determine schema type 

– Data type validity 

• Use database table queries to determine 

– Module of framework (schemaRef) 

– Filing indicators allowed by module 

– Metrics valid by filing indicators 

– Dimensional signature validity by filing indicators 

 DTS-based (traditional XBRL approach) 

• Use XML schema to determine 

– Data type and XML particle structure validity 

• Use XBRL dimensions to determine 

– Dimensional validity (irrespective of filing indicators) 

• Use XBRL formula to validate structure 

 Python and C# EIOPA Filer Manual checks 
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DPM structure supports validation 
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 dictionary contains definitions of domains (mDomain) 

 each domain: 

• consists of members (mMembers), and 

• is associated with dimensions (mDimensions) that further contextualize 
members in the information requirements section of the model (database) 

 members are gathered in hierarchies (mHierarchy and mHierarchyNode) 

• for documentation purposes 

• in order to support management of the dictionary   

• to describe basic arithmetical relationships between members (following the 
nesting and values of mHierarchyNode.ComparisonOperator and 
mHierarchyNode.UnaryOperator) 

 metrics (mMetric) are members of a selected domain that are further associated 
with attributes: 

• period type 

• data type (which could take form of a list of members of another domain by 
referencing a hierarchy of its members) 

 Hierarchies are validated 

• Dimensinos 

• Enumerations 

 



 T4U to Arelle Interface 
 Local operation (Arelle Python implementation) 

• Arelle is installed/updated from a zip within T4U distribution 

• Input sources 

– DPM database or XBRL instance files 

– Taxonomy packages included (Arelle operates “offline”) 

• Output messages serialized into XML 

– parsed into DPM DB (error code, severity, text and fact references) 

• Status line feedback from Arelle to T4U Status Widget 

 Remote operation (Arelle web service) 

• Input sources 

– XBRL instance files (posted to server, no access to DPM database) 

• Output messages as above 
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Validations Integrated to Database 
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Example from test case with dimensional error detected with T4U database 



Filer Manual 2.0.1 Validations 
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EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 

S.1.1.(a) - XBRL instance document file extension An instance document file MUST use .xbrl extension, in lowercase. 
EIOPA does not define any specific file naming convention for an instance document. However, naming conventions for Level 1 reporting 
MAY be defined by the NCAs. 

MUST 

S.1.5.(a) - Taxonomy entry point selection An instance document MUST reference only one entry point schema file ("module"), with the full absolute URL, as specified in the relevant 
EIOPA Solvency II XBRL Taxonomy and be applicable  for the reference date of the instance document. 
Technical note: this rule implies that the reference is only made using one link:schemaRef element and use of link:linkbaseRef is disallowed. 
 

MUST 

2.1 - Prohibition of @xml:base @xml:base attribute MUST NOT appear in an instance document. MUST 

1.6.(a) - Positive filing indicators 
An instance document MUST include appropriate positive (i.e. in a find:fIndicators tuple, and either with @find:filed="true" or without 
@find:filed attribute) filing indicator elements to express which reporting units ("templates") are intended to be reported.  

MUST 

1.6.(b) - Negative filing indicators An instance document MAY include appropriate negative (i.e. in a find:fIndicators tuple, with @find:filed="false") filing indicator elements 
indicating reporting units which are intended NOT to be reported in the instance document. 

MAY 

1.6.1 - Multiple filing indicators for the same reporting unit An instance document MUST contain only one filing indicator element for a given reporting unit ("template"). MUST 

1.6.2 - Filing indicators in several tuples All filing indicator elements SHOULD be reported in a single tuple before the business facts in the instance document . SHOULD 

1.7.(b) - Implication of no facts for an indicated template 
An instance document MUST NOT include positive filing indicator elements indicating a reporting unit ("template") as filed (i.e. 
@find:filed="true", or no @find:filed attribute) for reporting units which are NOT intended to be reported in the instance. 

MUST 

1.7.1 - No facts for non-indicated templates An instance document MUST NOT include business facts which are not contained in any of the reporting units ("templates") that are 
indicated by the filing indicator elements as reported (unless these facts appear also in another template that is marked as reported by means 
of filing indicators). 

MUST 

S.1.12.(b) - Instance document as a full report in a single file An instance document MUST represent a complete and full report as a single file. MUST 

1.12 - Completeness of the instance If an amendment to data in a report is required, the instance document MUST contain the full report including the amended data. No 
content/values from previous instance documents may be assumed.  

MUST 

S.1.9 - Valid XML-XBRL 
An instance  document MUST be XBRL 2.1 and XBRL Dimensions 1.0 valid as well as compliant with the prevailing XML recommendations. 

MUST 

S.1.10.(a) - Valid according to business rules implemented in 
the taxonomy 

An instance  document MUST be valid with regards to the validation rules as defined in the taxonomy (using XBRL Formula assertions) and 
discoverable from the referenced entry point schema file ("module"), with the exception of any validation rules indicated as deactivated to 
comply with in material published by EIOPA. 

MUST 

S.1.10.(b) - Comply with other business requirements defined 
in the material published by EIOPA 

Reported concepts in an instance document MUST comply with business requirements as specified in the applicable material published by 
EIOPA , including those NOT implemented by the validation rules as defined in the XBRL taxonomy. 

MUST 



Filer Manual 2.0.1 Validations 
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EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 
S.2.8.(a) - Identification of the 
reporting entity: identifier 

The application of the LEI and the specific codes MUST be aligned with the EIOPA’s Public ITS  and use of LEI  following order of priority: (1) Legal Entity Identifier 
(LEI), (2) Specific code used in the local market, attributed by supervisory authority. 

MUST 

S.2.8.(b) - Identification of the 
reporting entity: register 

The entity identifier MUST be registered for the reporting entity with EIOPA by the NCA prior to remittance. Otherwise the Report will be rejected by EIOPA. MUST 

S.2.8.(c) - Identification of the 
reporting entity: pattern for scheme 
and code 

The @scheme attribute of an identifier element of a context MUST be:  
- for the LEI: "http://standards.iso.org/iso/17442" or the string "LEI", e.g.: <identifier 
scheme="http://standard.iso.org/iso/17442">969500X1Y8G7LA4DYS04</identifier> or <identifier scheme="LEI">969500X1Y8G7LA4DYS04</identifier> 
- for specific national codes scheme URL defined by the National Competent Authority or the string "SC". <identifier 
scheme="http://www.NCA_SC_Example.xx/something">88888</identifier> or <identifier scheme="SC">88888</identifier> 
Reporting entities must always use their LEI unless it is not available in which case a specific national codes scheme must be applied. 
 

MUST 

2.9 - One reporter The same pair of scheme and identifier MUST be used on all contexts in an instance document. MUST 
2.13 - XBRL period consistency All periods declared in the XBRL contexts of an instance document MUST refer to the same reference date.  MUST 

2.10 - 
xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/xbrli:period/* 

All periods declared in the XBRL contexts of an instance document (elements xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/xbrli:period/xbrli:instant) MUST refer to the same reference 
date.  

MUST 

3.1 - One explicit currency An instance document MUST express all monetary facts using a single reporting currency, unless they are explicitly defined to be reported in the original 
currency.  Such facts are associated to the member "Expressed in currency of denomination (not converted to reporting currency)" of the dimension "Currency 
Conversion Approach" .  These facts must also be associated to the member of the "Original/exposure currency" dimension having the same value as their 
xbrli:unit element.  

MUST 

3.2.(a) - Non-monetary numeric units An instance document MUST express non-monetary numeric facts using the "xbrli:pure" unit, a unit element with a single measure element as its only child. MUST 

S.2.19 - No nil facts Any reported fact MUST have a value.  Technical note: this rule implies that use of @xsi:nil is prohibited. MUST 

2.20 - @xml:lang A textual fact MAY be provided with language information (using @xml:lang). MAY 
S.2.16.(a) - Duplicated and 
inconsistent facts 

An instance document MUST NOT contain any duplicated (identical with respect to all business properties) and inconsistent (identical for all business properties 
apart from value, data precision or language) business facts. 

MUST 

2.18.(a) - @decimals / 2.17 - 
@precision 

Precision of facts MUST be expressed using the @decimals attribute. 
Technical note: this rule implies that use of @precision attribute is prohibited. 

MUST 

3.3 - Decimal representation A numeric fact MUST be expressed in the specified unit without any change of scale. MUST 
2.18.(b) - @decimals There SHOULD be no truncation, rounding or any change in the original fact value, which should be reported as known. SHOULD 

3.2.(b) - Non-monetary numeric units A fact representing rates, percentages or ratios MUST be reported using decimal notation rather than in percentages (e.g. 9.31% must be reported as 0.0931). MUST 
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EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 
S.2.18.(c) - Representation and @decimal for monetary 
facts 

Monetary facts MUST be reported as expressed in the table below with the @decimals attribute and the expression of decimals in the figures 
(unless they are insignificant zeros i.e. "0" digits after the decimal point, e.g. '14.10' may be represented as '14.1', '20.00' as '20')  
a) in templates S.06.02, S.08.01, S.08.02 and S.11.01, data points with the data type 'monetary' shall be expressed in units with at least two 
decimals, Reported figure (absolute amounts): Any; Value of @decimals attribute: @decimals >= 2; 
b) in all other templates, data points with the data type 'monetary' shall be expressed in units with 0 or more decimals; 
 i) Reported figure (absolute amounts): > 100 000 000, Value of @decimals attribute: @decimals >= -4 
 ii) Reported figure (absolute amounts): >= 1 000 000 and < 100 000 000, Value of @decimals attribute: @decimals >= -3 
 iii) Reported figure (absolute amounts): >= 1 000 and < 1 000 000, Value of @decimals attribute: @decimals >= -2 
 iv) Reported figure (absolute amounts): >= 0 and < 1000, Value of @decimals attribute: @decimals >= -1 
The "INF" value may be used for @decimals in all cases (meaning the value is exactly as expressed (no precision interval). 

MUST 

S.2.18.(d) - @decimal for integer facts Integer facts MUST be reported with @decimals = 0 or "INF". MUST 
S.2.18.(e) - Representation and @decimal for other 
numeric facts 

Ratios and percentages (percentage item type facts) MUST be reported with at least four decimals (four digits after decimal point) unless they 
are insignificant zeros (i.e. '0' digits after the decimal point) and @decimals >= 4. Other numeric facts (different than monetary, integer, ratios 
and percentages, e.g. decimal item type) MUST be reported with appropriate precision. 

MUST 

1.4 - Character encoding of XBRL instance documents An instance document MUST use "UTF-8" encoding. MUST 
S.2.6 - xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/@id Semantics SHOULD NOT be conveyed in the xbrli:context/@id attribute and its length SHOULD be kept short. SHOULD 

2.7 - Unused xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context / 2.22 - Unused 
xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:unit 

Unused xbrli:context or xbrli:unit elements MUST NOT be present in the instance. MUST 

S.2.7.(b) - Duplicated of xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context / 2.21 - 
Duplicates of xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:unit 

An instance document SHOULD NOT contain duplicated contexts or units, unless required for technical reasons, e.g. to support XBRL streaming 
. 

SHOULD 

S.2.15 - xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/xbrli:scenario If an xbrli:scenario element appears in a xbrli:context, then its children MUST only be one or more xbrldi:explicitMember and/or 
xbrldi:typedMember elements (it MUST NOT contain any other content). 

MUST 

3.4 - Unused namespace prefixes Any namespace prefixes that are not used SHOULD not be declared. SHOULD 
3.5 - Re-use of canonical namespace prefixes Any namespace prefixes declared in instance documents SHOULD mirror the namespace prefixes as defined by their schema author(s). This 

does not preclude the use of the default namespace prefix. 
SHOULD 

2.5 - XML comment and documentation All relevant business data MUST only be contained in contexts, units, schemaRef and facts. MUST 
S.2.23 - Information about the software Information on the software component used for production of the XBRL instance SHOULD be included as an XML Processing Instruction at the 

beginning of the file, after the XML version and encoding declaration. It should have at least the <?instance-generator> instructions and the 
variables: id, version and creationdate. Optionally may include more properties or may include complementary XML comments.  

SHOULD 

S.19 - Footnotes Footnotes SHOULD NOT be used for any XBRL elements unless allowed by the NCA on Level 1 reporting. Content of footnotes will be ignored. SHOULD 

S.20 - Instance MUST take into accT other related docs An instance document MUST take into account the “List of known issues” and “Taxonomical Business Validations” on the EIOPA website. MUST 
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EIOPA Rule Corresponding 
EBA Rule 

EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 

S.1.1.a 1.1 S.1.1.(a) - XBRL instance document file extension An instance document file MUST use .xbrl extension, in lowercase. MUST 

1.4 1.4 1.4 - Character encoding of XBRL instance documents An instance document MUST use "UTF-8" encoding. MUST 

S.1.5.a 1.5 S.1.5.(a) - Taxonomy entry point selection An instance document MUST reference only one entry point schema file ("module"), with the full absolute URL, as specified in the relevant EIOPA 
Solvency II XBRL Taxonomy and be applicable  for the reference date of the instance document. 

MUST 

S.1.5.b 1.5 ? S.1.5.(b) – Taxonomy entry point reference An instance document MUST refer to a published entry point schema file (“module”) with the full absolute URL. MUST 

1.6.a 1.6 1.6.(a) - Positive filing indicators An instance document MUST include appropriate positive (i.e. either with @find:filed="true" or without @find:filed attribute) filing indicator 
elements to express which reporting units ("templates") are intended to be reported.  

MUST 

1.6.b 1.6 1.6.(b) - Negative filing indicators An instance document MAY include appropriate negative (i.e. with @find:filed="false" filing indicator elements indicating reporting units which 
are intended NOT to be reported in the instance document. 

MAY 

S.1.6.c S.1.6.(c) - Filing indicator value The filing indicator element value MUST follow the pattern of code representing a reporting unit ("template"), expressed in the taxonomy (as 
described in the Taxonomy Architecture documentation) . 

MUST 

S.1.6.d S.1.6.(d) - Context of filing indicators The context referenced by filing indicator elements MUST NOT contain xbrli:segment or xbrli:scenario elements . MUST 

1.6.1 1.6.1 1.6.1 - Multiple filing indicators for the same reporting unit An instance document MUST contain only one filing indicator element for a given reporting unit ("template"). MUST 

1.6.2 1.6.2 1.6.2 - Filing indicators in several tuples All filing indicator elements SHOULD be reported in a single tuple before the business facts in the instance document . SHOULD 

S.1.7.a 1.7 S.1.7.(a) - Filing indicator value in scope of the module The filing indicator element value MUST indicate the reporting unit ("template") that is in scope of the referenced entry point schema file 
("module"). 

MUST 

1.7.b 1.7 1.7.(b) - Implication of no facts for an indicated template An instance document MUST NOT include positive filing indicator elements indicating a reporting unit ("template") as filed (i.e. 
@find:filed="true", or no @find:filed attribute) for reporting units which are NOT intended to be reported in the instance. 

MUST 

1.7.1 1.7.1 1.7.1 - No facts for non-indicated templates An instance document MUST NOT include business facts which are not contained in any of the reporting units ("templates") that are indicated by 
the filing indicator elements as reported. 

MUST 

S.1.9 1.9 S.1.9 - Valid XML-XBRL An instance  document MUST be XBRL 2.1 and XBRL Dimensions 1.0 valid as well as compliant with the prevailing XML recommendations. MUST 

S.1.10.a 1.10 S.1.10.(a) - Valid according to business rules implemented in the 
taxonomy 

An instance  document MUST be valid with regards to the validation rules as defined in the taxonomy (using XBRL Formula assertions) and 
discoverable from the referenced entry point schema file ("module"), with the exception of any validation rules indicated as deactivated to 
comply with in material published by EIOPA. 

MUST 

S.1.10.b 1.10 S.1.10.(b) - Valid according to business rules defined in the 
Public Guidelines 

An instance  document MUST be valid with regards to validation rules published in the applicable Public Guideline , including those NOT 
implemented by the validation rules as defined in the taxonomy. 

MUST 

1.12 1.12 1.12 - Completeness of the instance If an amendment to data in a report is required, the instance document MUST contain the full report including the amended data. No 
content/values from previous instance documents may be assumed.  

MUST 
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S.1.12.b S.1.12.(b) - Instance document as a full report in a single file An instance document MUST represent a complete and full report as a single file. MUST 

2.1 2.1 2.1 - Prohibition of @xml:base @xml:base attribute MUST NOT appear in an instance document. MUST 

S.1.5.b 2.2 S.1.5.(b) - Taxonomy entry point reference An instance document MUST refer to a published entry point schema file ("module") with the full absolute URL MUST 

2.5 2.5 2.5 - XML comment and documentation All relevant business data MUST only be contained in contexts, units, schemaRef and facts. MUST 

S.2.6 2.6 S.2.6 - xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/@id Semantics SHOULD NOT be conveyed in the xbrli:context/@id attribute and its length SHOULD be kept short. SHOULD 

2.7 and 2.22 2.7, 2.22 2.7 - Unused xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context / 2.22 - Unused 
xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:unit 

Unused xbrli:context or xbrli:unit elements MUST NOT be present in the instance. MUST 

S.2.7.b and 
2.21 

2.21 S.2.7.(b) - Duplicated of xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context / 2.21 - 
Duplicates of xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:unit 

An instance document MUST NOT contain duplicated contexts or units, unless required for technical reasons, e.g. to support XBRL streaming . MUST 

S.2.8.a S.2.8.(a) - Identification of the reporting entity: identifier The application of the LEI and the specific codes MUST be aligned with the EIOPA’s Public Guidelines for Preparatory Phase  and use of LEI  
following order of priority: (1) Legal Entity Identifier (LEI), (2) Interim entity identifier (Pre-LEI) or (3) Specific code attributed by the undertaking's 
supervisory authority or provided by the group for non-EEA undertakings and non-regulated undertakings within the group.  

MUST 

S.2.8.b S.2.8.(b) - Identification of the reporting entity: register The entity identifier MUST be registered for the reporting entity with EIOPA by the NCA prior to remittance. Otherwise the Report will be rejected 
by EIOPA. 

MUST 

S.2.8.c S.2.8.(c) - Identification of the reporting entity: pattern for 
scheme and code 

The @scheme attribute of an identifier element of a context MUST be:  
- for the LEI or pre-LEI: "http://standard.iso.org/iso/17442"  or the strings "LEI" and "PRE-LEI" respectively, e.g.: <identifier 
scheme="http://standard.iso.org/iso/17442">969500X1Y8G7LA4DYS04</identifier> or <identifier 
scheme="LEI">969500X1Y8G7LA4DYS04</identifier> 
- for specific national codes scheme URL defined by the National Competent Authority  or the string "SC", e.g.: <identifier 
scheme="http://www.NCA_SC_Example.xx/something">88888</identifier> or <identifier scheme="SC">88888</identifier> 

MUST 

2.9 2.9 2.9 - One reporter The same pair of scheme and identifier MUST be used on all contexts in an instance document. MUST 

2.10 2.10 2.10 - xbrli:xbrl/xbrli:context/xbrli:period/* All instant period date elements MUST be valid against the XML Schema date data type, and reported without a time zone.  MUST 

N.2.11 2.11 

2.13 2.13 2.13 - XBRL period consistency All periods declared in the XBRL contexts of an instance document MUST refer to the same reference date.  MUST 

N.2.14 2.14 

N.2.15 2.15 

S.2.16.a 2.16 S.2.16.(a) - Inconsistent facts An instance document MUST NOT contain any inconsistent business facts i.e. identical for all business properties apart from value, data precision 
or language. 

MUST 

S.2.16.b S.2.16.(b) - Duplicated facts An instance document MUST NOT contain any duplicated business facts (identical with respect to all business properties). MUST 

EIOPA Rule Corresponding 
EBA Rule 

EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 
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2.18.a and 2.17 2.18 2.18.(a) - @decimals / 2.17 - @precision Precision of facts MUST be expressed using the @decimals attribute. 
Technical note: this rule implies that use of @precision attribute is prohibited. 
 

MUST 

2.18.b 2.18 2.18.(b) - @decimals There SHOULD be no truncation, rounding or any change in the original fact value, which should be reported as known. SHOULD 

S.2.18.c S.2.18.(c) - Representation and @decimal for monetary facts Monetary facts MUST be reported with at least two decimals unless they are insignificant zeros (i.e. "0" digits after the decimal point, e.g. '14.10' 
may be represented as '14.1', '20.00' as '20') and @decimals attribute value no less than -3. Please note that the level of precision for financial 
instruments and other artefacts MUST be appropriate and EIOPA have relaxed this requirement for validation purposes during the Preparatory 
Phase but foresees to implement stricter rules over the time. 

MUST 

S.2.18.d S.2.18.(d) - @decimal for integer facts Integer facts MUST be reported with @decimals = 0. MUST 

S.2.18.e S.2.18.(e) - Representation and @decimal for other numeric 
facts 

Ratios and percentages (pure item type facts) MUST be reported with at least four decimals (four digits after decimal point) unless they are 
insignificant zeros (i.e. "0" digits after the decimal point) and @decimals >= 4. Other numeric facts (different than monetary, integer, ratios and 
percentages, e.g. decimal item type) MUST be reported with appropriate precision. 

MUST 

S.2.18.f S.2.18.(f) - @decimal INF "INF" MUST NOT be used on @decimal. MUST 

S.2.19 2.19 S.2.19 - No nil facts Any reported fact MUST have a value. 
Technical note: this rule implies that use of @xsi:nil is prohibited. 
 

MUST 

2.20 2.20 2.20 - @xml:lang A textual fact MAY be provided with language information (using @xml:lang). MAY 

3.1 3.1 3.1 - One explicit currency An instance document MUST express all monetary facts using a single currency. MUST 

3.2.a 3.2 3.2.(a) - Non-monetary numeric units An instance document MUST express non-monetary numeric facts using the "xbrli:pure" unit, a unit element with a single measure element as its 
only child. 

MUST 

3.2.b 3.2.(b) - Non-monetary numeric units A fact representing rates, percentages or ratios MUST be reported using decimal notation rather than in percentages (e.g. 9.31% must be 
reported as 0.0931). 

MUST 

3.3 3.3 3.3 - Decimal representation A numeric fact MUST be expressed in the specified unit without any change of scale. MUST 

3.4 3.4 3.4 - Unused namespace prefixes Any namespace prefixes that are not used SHOULD not be declared. SHOULD 

3.5 3.5 3.5 - Re-use of canonical namespace prefixes Any namespace prefixes declared in instance documents SHOULD mirror the namespace prefixes as defined by their schema author(s). SHOULD 

S.19 S.19 - Footnotes Footnotes SHOULD NOT be used for any XBRL elements unless allowed by the NCA on Level 1 reporting. Content of footnotes will be ignored by 
EIOPA. 

SHOULD 

S.20 S.20 - Instance MUST take into account other related technical 
documentation 

An instance document MUST take into account the "Taxonomy Architecture Documentation", "List of known issues" and "Taxonomical business 
validations" published and updated regularly in the EIOPA website . 

MUST 

EIOPA Rule Corresponding 
EBA Rule 

EIOPA rule code and title EIOPA full text Severity 



Test suite 
 Full test suite has been developed for EIOPA Filer Manual (BR-AG) 

• Follows XBRL International test suite practice 

– Positive and negative test case variations for each rule 

– Compatible with suites for other XBRL modules 

• Runs with T4U unit tests 

• Runs with Arelle test suites 
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XBRL Report Output 
 Native  

• Data types and precision adjustment 

– From Database to XBRL spec 

• XBRL streaming file organization 

 Arelle with DTS 

• DTS and object model are loaded 

• XBRL elements validated 
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T4U Database 
(metadata and 

data) 

XBRL report 

Data and metadata Further use of data 



T4U benefits to NCA Arelle Integrators 
 Reuse DPM-based features for NCA’s internal integration 

• DPM-based validations (vs. DTS-based validations) 

– Performance in production 

• DPM-based data checks (vs. formula checks)  

 Pattern for NCA’s integration (C# - Arelle) like T4U 
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NCAs 

NCA Environment 

Arelle 
Embedded 

Taxonomy 
Packages 

Messages 

Data points 

DPM DB 



Thank you! 
Herm Fisher 
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